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NATIONAL GAY MOBILIZATION

On November 23, 24 and 25 a
convention will be held in Urbana,
Ill. for the purpose of planning a
peaceful, massive march on Washington, D. C. calling for the repeal
of all sodomy and solicitation
laws and also for full civil rights
and human rights for Gays. The
active participation of all Gay
groups throughout the country is
necessary for the setting of the
date of the mHch, the laying out
of the specifics of the demands,
and the establishing of national
and regional coordination. Some
gay groups have indicated a desire to allow the convention to
decide these things without their
own participation. The National

Gay Mobilizing Committee realizes
that transportation and mobilization are fundamental to the success
of the march and that every gay
person in the country should be
informed of the time, place, and
over-al I strategy of the operation.
The task of the NGMC is to get us
to w:ashington, D.C. "Women
must be assured of an equal number of speakers at the demonstration. Black Gays must be given
ample representation on the speakers list, along with other Third
World Gays." The NGMC is
anxious that no false publicity or
advance notices will alienate any
factions. Endorsement of the
cause is al so import ant. The

other side vs.
back bay civic ass.
A libel suit for $500,000 dollars is being brought.against Dr.
Lawrence Geoghegan, former president of the Bay Village Association, by the Vara brothers, owners
of Jacques and The Other Side,
two gay bars in the Bay Village
area of Boston. The suit came
abrut as a result of allegedly
slanderous remarks that the Vara
brothers claim were made by Dr .
Geoghegan at a June 7 meeting of
the Bay Village Association. The
Varas claim that Geoghegan
"falsely and maliciously stated
that there had been obvious corruption of the Boston Licensing
Board with respect to the decision
of said Board to restore the 2 am
closing provisions of the two licences, the defendant meaning
thereby that the plaintiff (Veras)
had bribed members of said Board
to procure the decision restoring
the 2 am provisions of said licences."
Reacting to comp! aints from
residents of Bay Vi II age about
late-night noise, violence I increased automobile circulation
and parking causing a fire hazard,
the Board voted after an Apri I 30
meeting to order the bars to close
at 1:00 am, the order taking effect
Apri I 18, 1973.
On May 30 the Licencing
Board reversed its original deci-

sion, and.the bars we re once again
al lowed to stay open unti I 2 am.
Board m~mber Clarence Elam, one
of the two members to vote differently after the second hearing
(William Arrigal also changed his
mind, Chairman Charles 11yrne
voted against the later closing
both times), explained to GCN
that in the first hearing only the
Bay Village Association had pres~nted its view, which apparently
convinced the Board of the necessity of closing the bars earlier.
The Vara brothers appealed this
decision to the Alcoholic Beverages Cammi ssion, who presented
their case at the second hearing,
and it ,v as after hearing what the
ABC had to say rhat Elam and
Arrigal changed their minds. Elam
as sured GCN that he knew of no
corruption in the licencing Board,
and termed Dr. Geoghegrn's remarks "rather wild:'
Dr. Geoghegan claims he does
not remember saying the Board
N:as corrupt at the time 3 nd place
the Varas claim he did, but he
adds that he may well have as he
believes it to be true. He, and
the 21 members of the newlyformed Citizens Fund for the Defense of Larry Geoghegan, believe
"the remarks made by Dr. Geoghegan to be ,v ithin the proper
framework of the right of free

size of the convention will determine the size of the march itself.
Attendance by individuals and delegates from Gay groups are urgently sought. Republicans, Democrats, and Socialists of various
.persuasions are putting great effort into the building of this convention.
Locals and regions east of
the Rockie Mountains should project the following goals for attendance in Urbana:

1. Gay_organi zafion s such as bars
- amfc-lubs, within the local or region . Large delegations are welcome and should strive for sexual
balance with strong Third World
representation. The NGMC feels
that it is of utmost importance
that Gay groups in the large cities
consolidate forces into regional
centers of the NGMC.
2. Speakers are needed for the
convention and rally. Please send
in names of pea pe who wish to
speak.
3. As soon as a city forms a re(Continued on page 4)

GAY NURSES MEET
The formation of a new organization of gay nurses was announced
recently in Philadelphia and has
already given birth·to a sister organization here in Boston. Called
the Gay Nurses Alliance (GNA),
the group has been formed "to
provide a forum where gay nurses
can talk together, raise the consciousness of al I nurses to the
exi stance of discrimination against peers and patients who are
homosexual, and make i nformation and current literature available that refute the homophobic,
middle class, stereotypic, JudeoChristian views of homosexuality
which continue to cause such discrimination and oppression."
Spokespersons for the Gay Nurses
Alliance hold that the prevailing
myth that gay people exist ou tside of the nursing profession inhibits gay nurses from fulfilling
their professional and private
lives. Moreover, the spokespersons maintained that failure by
the nursing profession to recognize the depth and true meaning
of gay love relationships continues to antagonize and di stress gay

patients. "Nurses have a professional and human responsibility
to emerge from the darkness of
prejudicial psychiatric theories,
vindictive myths and oppressive
stereotypes into the I ight of responsibility to emerge from the
sponsible truths and freer expressions of human potential without
regard for sexua I preference,"
one member of the new organization claimed.
The Boston group was started
"to exist as a branch of the Pennsylvania group in order to promote
unity and more effective functioning of the organization. " Several
gay and straight nurses are members of the Massachusetts caucus
which invites more straight nurses interested in human rights to
join the ranks.
For more information or if you
wish to make a contribution contact John Lawrence, R.N., 419
Boylston Street, Room 403, Boston, Ma. 02116, or cal I 266-5473.
Added note: All names and information will he considered strictly
confidential unless the individual
gives specific permission to use
his / her namP.

speech of every citizen," as the
group states in letters addressed
to the 201 Bay Village residents
who signed a petition in January
in favor of the bars closing
ear Ii er.
The Varas felt it would be
"unfair" for them to make any
comment before the case is brought
to court, but GCN was able to
speak with Frank Cashman, manager of The Other Side. Mr . Cash-

man was of the opinion that the
Varas were doing what was their
lega I right, seeking vindication of
accusations which could, Mr.
Cashman felt, jeopardize their
ability to operate their business
and deal with the public . He rejected the notion that the suit
might in part be a device to distract the neighborhood leaders
and residents from the issurnf
(Continued on page 4)

PEOPLE IN TH"E NEWS
AN INTERVIEW WITH

TROY PERRY
Troy Perry i s perhaps the most
identifi able and best known homosexual public figure in America
today. The founder and moderator
of the Board of Elders of the Metropolitan Community Church has received even greater recognition
since the publication of his autobiography, "The Lord is My Shepherd and He Knows I'm Gay",
last year. But for a man who has
found himself quickly and thorougll
ly in a national limelight , the Reverend Troy ~rry shows no signs
of egotism or conceit. Neither
does one witness any signs of exhaustion or fatigue in the man's
dynamic personality. A weariness
of the body wou Id be under st andable knowing the busy schedule
Troy Perry keeps as hi s po sition
in the Church dictates. But after
meeting the man, you readily perceive that no weariness of the
s[irit is in him either. Troy Perry
is as dedicated and fervent as
ever.
Countless persons have described him as "the most beautiful
person I have ever met" or in even
more glowing terms. The reason .
he produces such testimonies is
mainly one of personality. Troy
Perry has that undeniably rare and
coveted knack of making a person
feel as though he were a I ifelong friend at the first meeting.
He exudes confidence, concern ,
and more than a little Southern
charm . When those qualities are
united with his deep religiows fervor and beliefs then he becomes
almost irresi stable.
In an interview with the GCN,
Troy was asked whether the Metropolitan Community Church had
any JX)litical affiliations or priorities . Tlie answer was that no,
the MCC does not , as a church or
organization, endorse any candidate for political office, but the
Church's ministers and pastors
are certainly allowed to back anyone he or she sees fit. " But as
long as they're riding an e lephant"
Troy Perry laughed, in an a llus ion
to the Democratic Party . He is
"tickled to death" by the fact
that there are presently more women studying for the ministry in
MCC than men. "Nine per cent
of the pastors in MCC are women,
and the number is rising quickly ."
In Providence for last week ' s
MCC 4th district conference, Rev.
Perry took time out for a little relaxation in Providence's gay bars
last Saturday nig.ht. In the Gallery, among others, he was recognized and swarmed over by gay
brothers (and sisters) almost
immediately. Troy enjoys the bars.
He says that they are a good place
to meet people and introduce them
to MCC, but he certainly does
not see the bars as recruiting or
converting stations for his Church .

"I enjoy the four B's", Troy Perry
grins . "What are the four B's'"'
"The bars, the baths, the beaches,
and the bushes!" he answers.
His private life is nil, he wilf
tell you, but good-naturedly . He

needs an outside interest from the.
Church, and finds it in his work
on the California Commission of

Sexual Law Reform . He shakes

.hut, elecliop s
On Sunday night, October 28,
Nov. 2nd.
the Homophile Union of Boston
GCN interviewed Ms. Coty
held its annual elections at St.
after the HUB meeting; the interJohn's Episcopal Church . Before
view wi II appear in next week's
the elections began, the announce- paper.
ments were made. They included
mention of t~e Worcester Gay Conference, i1eld the previous weekend, and the scheduled appearBoston City Councillor Albert
ance of "Dapper" O'Nei I, who
L. " Dapper" O'Nei I w i II be the
is to address the next HUB meet featured speaker at the November
ing, Nov. 11. Mention was made
11
meeting of the Homophile Unof the May 14th trip to Rio, the
ion
of Boston . HUB was greatly
New Gay Nurses' Alliance, the
surprised when it received a posChristmas party planned for Dec.
itive reply in regards to a speak15, the 1270 petition hearing, Diging engagement from Mr. O'Nei I,
nity Boston, the success of the
who is noted for his courageous
Art Cinema benefits and a letter
stands on many issues, and refrom Michael Dukakis, gubernacently received attention when
torial candidate and supporter of
he spoke in favor of the creation
gay rights .
of the late Mayor James Michael
The special guest was Ms .
Curley of Boston. Curley was the
Michele Coty, this year's Miss
topic in the movie, "The Last
New Hampshire. Ms . Coty's name Hurrah"; Counci I lor O'Nei I was
made national news last summer
the topic of an article in BOSTON
when just before the Miss America MAGAZINE earlier this year, enPageant she made a statement in
titled " ,The Last Harrummpphh".
support of liberation groups, inThe meeting will be held m
cluding gay liberation.
November 11, 1973, Sunday evenThen the elections. Bob Dow
ing, at St. John's Hall, 33 Bowrecaptured his seat as President
doin Street, Beacon Hi 11, and
of HUB by a 54 to 13 margin over
will begin promptly at 7:30 PM.
Rick Ross. Don Meuse is the
Program Chairman David Bri 11
treasurer and Art . M. is the secannounced that HUB is inviting
retary.
al I interested persons to attend
Bob Dow ended the meeting by this event, which may turn out to
thanking the election committee
be one of the most memorable eand thanking the membership for
vents to hit the gay community
their support of such programs as
or the Boston political scene in
Gay American's Day and Gay
a long time. Inquiries - call
A-ide Week. There wi 11 be a HUB
Robert Dow, President, Homopiile
Board Meeting at 7 pm, Friday,
Union of Boston, 536:6197.

his head incongrously and seems
as though it sti 11 amazes and
shocks him that two consenting
adults can be put away for up to
15 years in California for "crimes
against nature." He was asked
about a quote from his book, that
he would "close the doors to
MCC whenever and if ever other
churches would open their doors
to gays." "It will never happen,"
Troy Perry claims. "The recent
reform in some of the Christian
churches has not yet been extended to us . We are (the MCC) a
challenge to those churches. I
do not see our acceptance coming
readily." He says that the MCC
was not formed to give homosexuals what they wanted to hear,
but that simply preaching that
gay is good is the basic difference
between the MCC and the churches
it formed from . ''JI do not preach
that gays are the chosen people,
any more than I would like to hear
that we are outcasts. Most gays
within the MCC are primarily evangelical, not fundamentalists.
The interpretation of the Bible is
the right of every individual."
Whether talking seriously
about the hannony of men and women, black and white, young and
old in MCC (which is evident in
the services), or talking lightly about the bars, Troy Perry remains an intriguing and sincere
person. It is no wonder that the
MCC has grown with such tremendous leaps and bounds since iits
e stablishm~nt just 5 years ago.
You can see love of God, love of
hi s brot hers and sisters, and an
overwh elming belief that Gay Is
The Gay Academic Union of
Good in Troy Perry's eyes.
New York City is sponsoring a conference on Friday and Saturday,
Nov. 23- 24 in New York. Keynote
speakers wi II be Barbara Gittings
and Martin Duberman. There wi 11
be discussions on "Coming Out",
"Sexism in Academia", "The Gay
Movement", "Bisexuality", workshops for women who prefer allwomen groups, and other meetings
discussing discrimination, gay
studies, gay literature, new scholThe state of California has
arship on sexuality, and more to
developed a new procedure for
be announced . The confer ence
sex listings on driver's licenses
becaus e of the increasing number
will be held at John Jay College
of Californians who have underof Criminal Justice, CUNY, 445
gone sex changes operations.
West 59th St. (at Amsterdam Ave . ),
The state driver's license man- New York City . Registration wil I
ual has been enriched with a new
take place at 11 :00 am on Friday
paragraph explaining how the sex
Nov. 23. Registration fees are
designation may be altered on li$10.00 for teachers and others emcenses of men who become women ployed, and $5.00 for students and
and vice versa . The state will
unemployed .
recognize a permanent sex change
The Gay Academic Union is a
if the application is supported by
group of gay men and women worka doctor's certification that such
ing for gay liberation in the acadean operation has been performed .
mic community . They oppose all
forms of discrimination against
P~ge 2 •GAY COMMUNITY NEWS, November3, 1973
women and gays within academia,
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promote and encourage new approaches to the study of the gay
experience, and encourage the
teaching of gay studies throughout the American educational system . They hope, by combining
their efforts and their knowledge
in all fields, to successfully challenge the sexist myths that remain
in the minds of many people as
fact. They are an activist group
trying to bring change where other
gay liberation groups have little
success. Membership by al I who
want to work for gay liberation in
universities is welcomed. Thrir
work of the last year culminates
in this first national conference,
which will offer an opportunity
for gays involved in academics to
discuss ways of bringing about
change in the univ ersity and in
the society as a whole.
All correspondence concerning
the conference and the Union itself should be addressed to: The
Gay Academic Union , c/ o Prof.
K.S. Sherrill , Box 1479, Dept. of
A::llitical Science, Hunter College,
CUNY, New York City, 10021.
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First: All expenses paid night on
the town with the one and only Rita,
including: dinner at the elegant BU
cafeteria, overlooking the Charles:
orchestra seats for two at the Mass.
General Emergency Room: a
whirlwind tour of Boston's famed
Haymarket District, highlighted by
the nightly bull-dozing of left over
produce: culminated by parking at
the elegant Orient Heights. The entire evening chaperoned by GCN's
own Ellen B. Davis.

RITA

WINNERS

FIRST: D. Meuse, Boston
SECOND:G.Ladue,Lynn
THIRD: L. Peer, Boston
CONSOLATION: B. Napier, Dorchester,
and E. Zapanis, Zurich
Third: Brunch for two at the Meetinghouse Coffeehouse including
coffee, tea, or milk, and linzer tarts,
served by the famous Jay King on
the Charles St. patio. Tip not included.
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Second: Your very own GCN
tee-shirt in dynamic bloc-k on white,
reproducing its award winning masthead. S, M, L, signed by the entire
staff.
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Bet you thought we forgot! No, it's just that we were deluded with entries,
and we had to solicit the help of those old artsy elves and even a few tacky
trolls to help us out - and you know how those trolls are - didn't think we'd
ever getthrough. To make matters worse, Hennrik Van Deer (yes, the famous
neo-classical Babylonian painter) was called out of the country on an
emergency house-call just before the judging and left us judge-less. The
tacky trolls, indignant at being left out, stole away in the dead of night with
oil the entries. Finally found in a hollow tree in the Common, the elves made
their decisions and here they are:

"FORUM" will not appear this week so that we can bring you
the results of GCN' s Draw Rita Contest. "FORUM" will continue again next week in this space.
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5. If you would I ike to lead a
workshop of any contingent or
special demand for the demonstration to be presented to the convention, send in the title of the workshop, so that a room on be reserved in Lincoln Hall.
Elsewhere in this issue is complete information on the National
6. All locals should inform the
Gay Mobilizing Committee's Convention the weekend of Nov. 23rd
convention center about attendance.
in Urbana. The convention will plan a peaceful, massive march on
7. Please donate anything you
Washington, D.C. to call for the national repeal of all sodomy and
can towards the bui !ding of the
solicitation laws as well as demanding full civi I rnd human rights
convention. Funds are needed.
for gays.
The address of the NGMC is as
The Governing Board of GCN has endorsed tbi s concept and the
fol lows: National Gay Mobi Ii zing
Urbana Conference to plan it, as have many cifreir national organizaCommittee, Convention Center,
tions and individuals. We feel that this can be a great opportunity
284 Illini Union, Urbana, Ill. 61801.
to promote national gay u!lity, governmental attention, and beneficial
All delegates should report,
publicity in national media. we say "can" because it has the potenupon arrival, to the Illini Union
tial but only will succeed with the solid support and guidance of all
Vending Room, which is open 24
elements of the national community.
hours a day, and which is located
we encourage all New England organizations and any individuals
on the east side of the Illini
to consider attending and/or supporting it in what ways they can.
Union. Housing on Friday and
Saturday nights will be provided
free. Pre-convention workshops
wi II take pace a11 Fri day afternoon. There wi II be a rally Friday
evening and later, a dance. The
main body of the convention will
Dear Editor,
meet between 8 and 11 am on SatI just realized that I am overwhelmed by Loretta Lotman, and I'm loving
urday. Another rally, dances, reevery minute of it. "My Dear Lori: My Dear Harriet:" was an incredible
gional mobi Ii zing workshops and
piece. I hope to see much more of Ms. Lotman's work.
parties will be held all Saturday
In Brotherhood,
night.
JOHN CAMPBELL
Please keep in communication
with the convention center with
all your ideas and information.
This can be the best Gay convenDear GCN,
tion ever held .
Call this "Red, White, ... and Lavender":
It was an old idea, repeated again with slightly new twist. Many
of the ideas and buttons were old, but the signs and chants were
O.S. vs. 8.8.C.A.
new: "Watergate is no surprise. We know Nixon always lies." and
( Continued from Page I)
''Throw the bum out I" were common chants. Some signs said, "Honk
the bars themselves, insisting
for impeachment" and passing motorists obliged by fil I ing the air
that if any reasonable complaints
with the sound of their horns, some even raising their fists in supwere aired, the Varas would be
port. Nobody gave the group as much as a g Iance of di sap prov aI.
ha r:py to attempt to work things
Except occasionally at us.
out with the injured parties. He
On Saturday, October 27 at 11 :30 AM, there only three people asdid not feel that the petition of
sembled outside the CSMH for the Gay Contingent of the March for
last January signed by 201 neighImpeachment. Alan and Dan were carrying a lovely lavender banner
borhood residents was indicative
that said, "Faggots against Sexism/Impeach the Presidency". Since
of any serious feeling. State
there were so few of us, we decided to take the subway to Cambridge
and join a group assembling at the commons there. At twelve-thirty
Rep. Barney Frank said the suit
when the march started it tooked I ike very few people, but it soon
has no legal merit. "It's sympgrew to a small crowd of about 300. We marched over the Mass.
tomatic of the total contempt the
Ave. bridge with less spirit than we would have liked, partly beowners of the bars have for the
cause the crowd was so small and partly because our contingent
neighborhood."
Mr. Cashman also said that the
represented only 1% of that crowd. (Where were you?)
Bay Village Association had probWe arrived at the Boston Commons near the State House steps,
where only a month ago 150 gays had gathered to make our voices
ably used the fact that the bars
are gay to obtain support and
heard inside the State House. There was a short rally, some speeches,
and the usual plea for money. During this time we were joined IJy
give their cause additional impetus, "since no-one likes gays."
three gay brothers (John, George, and Jeff) anrl one sister, Barbara.
He felt that the bar's being gay
The rally lasted less than an hour :ind then we marched through the
was probably a factor in the disshopping district, winding up at Haymarket. By this time, the size'
like that the bars have engendered
of_ the crowd had grown to exactly seven. Two purple strips of cloth
in the neighborhood. Dr. Geogwere removed from Alan and Dan's banner to make five armbands for
hegan said that this was not true.
the rest of us who marched with linked arms. Spirits were high and
The Bay Village Association is 1n
voices were loud but unfortunately there were not enough gays to
start our own chants. We Nould have liked 10 start .i chant of "Fagopen group and any Bay Vi 11 age
gots don't bomb dykes" but we didn't have r.nough support.
resident can become a member
Generally speaking though, the march went rather we\ I, r'xcept
with the right to vote. There is a
fairly large gay community in the
for a few mildly depressing incidents. One time I accidPntly brushPd
up against a straight woman, as inevitably happens in crowd. ShP
Bay Village area, and Dr. Geog- ·
let out a short scream and turned to her friend, "Come on. Let's get
hegan thinks there are probably beaway from these faggots."
tween 30 and 50 members who are
Leslir Day
homosexuals. The problem,
Geoghegan feels, is more one of
the bars attracting young people
"with certain masculinity problems" who come into the area to
"beat up a faggot", an opinion
to which the Arboretum murder of
this summer lends some credence.

REACT!!

Gay Community News
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N.G. M. (Continued from Page I)
gion of the NGMC, send all information including regional organizer and the numbers expected to
be mobilized to Urbana.
4. Rease send the name of any
group or nominee your group or
region might have for national organizer of the NGMC. The nominee
should live, or plan to move to
Washington immediately after the
convention.
)
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"COMING OUT
by W. Emerson Smith
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Friday, Oct. 26th, 6:20 PM, I
climbed four flights at 419 Boylston St. to interview Nicholas
Deutsch and Dr. Jane Graham
about the play "Coming Out!"
The HCHS waiting room less
sterile than my dentist's waiting
room, found Director Nicholas
Deutsch poring over a clump of
papers, moulded in a cushioned
chair. Director Deutsch explained
that the new production of "Coming Out!" should not be confused
with the 14 Boston performances
of the original production given
last May and June. He said " ,I
don't want peop le who saw the
first Boston product ion to think
that the two plays are the same."
Deutsch, chosen by the play's
author Jonathan Katz for I ast
spring's Boston production, has
communicated regularly with Katz
on the revisions of the play which
have improved the script.
Associate Director Dr. Jane
Graham entered the room as Nick
outlined the main differences.
Further explaining the changes,
Dr. Graham said, "Nine of the ten
cast members are new ." They
agreed that gayness and sensitivity were important factors in the
casting. Graham said, "Our rehearsals incor porate work shops
where the cast members sit down
and talk out their personal experiences as gay people. In this
play, the actors are putting their
whole lives on the line.. "
Dr. Graham continued, "We're
hoping to play more to mixed
audiences and to do more in a
positive way to bring gays and
straights toget her . It is a chance
for straights and gays to confront
their lives emotionally, politically, and soc ially." She believes
that the play will challenge middle class standards in dealing
with the (nvi sible people.
Deutsc h delineated the two
points underlying the play's revisions: 1. "Coming Out'" gives
gay people a feeling of pride in
their past, in their ability to survive in a healthy way. It confronts straight people with a positive model of homosexual or gay
love. 2."Com ing Out I " confronts
the United States with its own
hi story, documented hi story , exposing the horrendous persecution
of gay people comparable to the
oppression of Indians and Blacks.
Dr. Graham elaborated that
"We want to replace the laboratory idea of gay relationships
with the many positive ones that
have not been held up to the
American people. This love is
beautiful, real, honest love. We
want to make gay love a starting
point for reshaping the ways we relate to each other." The Associate Director explained that gay
love is against the idea of competition which is artificially instilled

by Wendy Bauman and Ginny
Collins
BOSTON GLOBE Oct. 27. The
Associated Press reported that a
man identified as a gay liberationi st broke through security and
appeared on NBC -TV's "Today
Show" on Oct. 26 . He was identified by NBC as Mark Segal, president of the Gay Raiders of Phi ladelphia. Segal ran into view,
shouting," I object to-" before
his voice and picture were cut oft.
Commentator Barbara Walters explained on the air later that the
man had objected to the "Sanford
and Son" program on the ground
that it was unfair to homosexuals.
The Boston LEDGER Oct. 26
has an article by William E.
Alberts, Contributing Editor. The
article, "Crackdown on prostitution vital to neighborhoods" states
(among other interesting points)
that Mayor White, in 1969, introduced a city ordinance making it
illegal to solicit from a car . The
Mayor's aim was to apprehend
"white hunters" from suburbia
cruising around· for black women .
While the ordinance remains on
the books, it is not enforced by
police or the court.
BOSTON GLOBE Oct. 27. In
Bill Fripp's column Medley he
says that a Los Angeles man Ken
Garden, 32, is planning a freak
city of 500,000 where anything
goes. Lib City, Mr. Garden writes,
will consist of" swingers", wife
swappers, gay lib, the lesbian
group, nudists, rock fans and all
other liberated individuals and
groups. Garden's Sodom and Gomorrah will be located in Riverside or San Bernadina and wi 11 be
enclosed by an eight foot wal I.
He's looking for immigrants.
THE REAL PAPER Oct. 21. The
Orson Welles Cinema is feat Liing
"Great Ladies ."
In the GAY ALTERNATIVE, issue
number five, pub Ii shed by the
Gay Alternative Collective in Philadelphia: " Item: In Boston, once
the vanguard of gay liberation ,
most organizations have folded,
the engaging magazine FAG RAG
has become a sometime thing, the
smal I core of movement people
have largely limited their involvement to introspective consciousness raising . Only MCC continues to reach increasing numbers
in people."We're taught to sublimate love with competition."
The interview ended with an
historical discussion of Walt Whitman's Calamus Poems about men,
and Emily Dickinson's suppressed
letters to a female lover .
Deutsch and Graham's intensity of committment is a good indication of the direction and quality
of the new production of "Coming
Out!" which premiers in Boston
this Saturday, Nov. 3rd, at the
Chari es Street Meetinghouse.

of people."
Well, the people at GAY ALTERNATIVE had better do their homework! The MCC is not the only
organization in town attracting
gay people. Neither is FAG RAG
the only p.iblication around . ,From
what I heard at an MCC service,
Philadelphia gays are griping that
the MCC is the only gay organization in Philly!
MS . MAGAZINE, Nov. issue,
has a lengthy article about Jill
Johnston, author of LESBIAN NATION. The getting to know Jill
article gives a perspective of
author-as-fragile . The article
discusses Ms . Johnston's rela-

by Jonathan Cross
A commentary on area entertainment of gay interest

tions with the feminist movement,
males, and her writing.
OUTLOOK, the Boston State
College newspaper, has an Oct.
18 report on "changing sexuality", a panel discussion sponsored
by the Campus Ministry. The panel, including Father Paul Shanley,
Elaine Noble (Governor's Commission on the Status of Women
and Gay-way radio), Ann Maguire
(Homophile Community Health
Service), and Father Tom Oddo
(Dignity), discussed bisexuality,
homophobia, the problems gays
encounter with straight therapists,
and Playboy's updated Kinsey
Survey.

the ffellJz /1,(JfJ

etc. The big plus is price, especially the house specials: twofor-one Tuesdays, beer-and-pizza
Rub-a-dub-dub
Wednesdays, half-price Sunday
On the principle that the
afternoons, and "Doi lar Night"
on Mondays. Yes, friends, for
unexamined gay I ife is not worth
ten thin dimes you can gambol
living, I offer the following. The
the whole evening - lose your
opinions are my own, and my inheart and find the man of your
tent is neither to advertise nor to
dreams
behind the potted palms.
condemn, but simply, to inform
This mu st be one of the be st enand (hopefully) to amuse.
tertainment bargains in town. TIH'
I suppose there are some inSpartan surroundings notwi th st andnocents out there who've never
ing, the Regency is a friendly
heard of the baths. Well, gather
place; with a down-at-heels,
'round my children; all will be
inelegant camaraderi<'.
made clear.
The Club LaGrange has a vrry
First off, nobody goes to the
different feel - urban, rfficirnt,
baths (aka " ,the tubs") to get
spotless, and cold , in fact airclean . Scrub down, fluff dry, and
conditioned. A four-story wallsally forth, Sally. Mother Bosto-wall carpeted, tile and formica
ton's two baths, the Regency an~
pal
ace smack in the Combat Zonp,
the Club LaGrange, each belong
to a chain of privat e health clubs, it boasts a" Siesta Lounge," sun
deck , fresh sheets, lockable doors,
and a Boston member ( at about $5
free hairspray, Ho-Jo-type needle
a year) is admitted to any of the
showers, flatteringly dim red
Club Baths (New York, Baltimore,
Minneapolis, etc.) or to th e Regen- lights, the works. You might
think that all these bourgeoi s
cy's sister baths in Miami and
1menities (and the higher nightly
e I sewhere. Both offer soft I ig ht s,
Iab,
no house specials herP)
piped-in Muzak, color TV , VD te s,
would
attract only tired-blood bus ing, sandwiches, coffee, and coke
inessmen. Happily, suc h i'.> not
machines, and a variety of doethe casr. After sPv rral firld
eyed attendants.
trips, I find I cannot genera lizP
As to the differenc es - wr- •·
about the clientele at Pither bath.
you reach the Regency on the tup
floor of an old union hall on Otis
Age (18 to 60 plus) and physique
(slinky to zaftig) ar<• about PqualStreet, by the world's slowest
ly divided - though pprhap~ pr<'freight elevator. Press four. Th e
dictably, thP Regency Mrniduy
place looks a bit like a fey barcrowd tends towa rd tlw you1H;,
racks with mirrors and potted
sk inn y, impovPri shed and IHJ11grypalms, arid the thirty-odd private
eye d.
rooms have no locks : available
Frankly, thP crowd's difff'r<•11t
on a first come first served basi s
you mi ght say. The steam room is every night - WPPkP11d , arr• IHJ '>Y
tiny and pitch-black, and the com- but a bit freneti c - pr•riplr• ,r•r•n,
to talk more on Wr,dnr~sdays und
munal shower's always running
Thursdays
- ya' pay s ya' m<HH'Y
out of hot water at one in the
and ya' tak es ya' chanu•s. But
morning, but the Regency has its
be not afraid; just smilr! prr•tly,
fans, and many's the happy hour,
and hold your stomach i11.
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I ay lilaliognphy ef P1p1rttaek1
By Laura McMurry
One of the troubles with gay bibliographies until recently hos been that
many books have been out of print, not at the local library, and/or available
only in expensive hardback editions.
In the last six months there has been a swell of offerings in paperbacks, so
now anyone with a few dollars can read widely and well. The following books
are all in print as of November 1973, as far as I could discover, and can be
obtained through any bookstore or in some cases directly from the publisher
(addresses are in BOOKS IN PRINT, a reference work in libraries and at
bookstores). I have included a separate list of the "gay-is-sick" books for
those interested in the analysis of homophobia. Please send any suggested
additi~ns to the author, c/o 008, Rm. 323,419 Boylston St., Boston.
THE BOYS OF BOISE, 1966, John Gerassi. Collier, $1.25. Reports on a witch
hunt in Idaho in the mid fifties.
DR. KINSEY AND THE INSTITUTE FOR SEX RESEARCH, 1972, Wardell B.
Pomeroy. Signet, $1.95. By one who worked with him.
THE GAY CRUSADERS, 1972, Kay Tobin and Randy Wicker. Paperback,
$1.25. About the heroes and heroines of the movement.
THE GAY LIBERATION BOOK, 1972, ed. Len Richmond and Gary Noguerra. Ramparts, $3.95. Anthology about gay men.
THE GAY WORLD, 1968, Martin Hoffman. Bantam, $1.95. To be printed by
Nov. 1973. Classic report on the unhappy world of many gay men and
the connection to society's views.
GREAT GAY IN THE MORNING!, 1972. The 25 to 6 Baking and Trucking
Society. Times Change Press, $1.75. By a commune of 5 gay men, 2
gay women.
HOMOSEXUAL: OPPRESSION ANO LIBERALIZATION, 1971, Dennis Altman. Avon, $1.65. Readably semi-sociology.
HOMOSEXUAL BEHAVIOR AMONG MALES, 1967, Wainwright Churchill.
Prism, $2.45. A cross-cultural, cross-species study.
THE LESBIAN IN AMERICA, 1965, Donald Webster Cory. Macfodden,
$.75. One of the first, not completely liberated but ahead of its time.
LESBIAN/WOMAN, 1972, Del Martin and Phyllis Lyon. Bantam, $1.50. By a
lesbian couple in the movement for two decades.
THE LORD IS MY SHEPHERD ANO HE KNOWS l'M GAY, 1972, Troy Perry
and Charles L. Lucas. Bantam, $1.50. By the founder of the Metropolitan Community Church (gay-oriented).
LOVE BETWEEN WOMEN, 1971, Charlotte Wolff. Harper Colophon, $2.45.
A psychiatrist reports her research on lesbians.
MAU RICE, 1971, E. E. Forester. Signet, $1.50. Autobiographical fiction
published after the author's death.
ON BEING DIFFERENT, 1971, Merle Miller. Popular Library, $.95. A noted
author comes out.

LAVENDER HOUR
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WYST AN HUGH AUDEN
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The "lay-is-sick" Books
CHANGING HOMOSEXUALITY IN THE MALE, 1970, Lawrence H. Hatterer. Delta, $2.95.
FEMALE HOMOSEXUALITY: A PSYCHODYNAMIC STUDY OF LESBIANISM, 1954, Frank S. Caprio. Citadel, $2.25.
GROWING UP STRAIGHT (what every thoughtful parent should know
about homosexuality), 1968, Peter and Barbara Wyden. Signet, $1.25.
HOMOSEXUALITY: A PSYCHOANALYTIC STUDY OF MALE HOMOSEXUALS, 1962, Irving Bieber et al. Vintage, $2.45.
HOMOSEXUALITY: DISEASE OR WAY OF LIFE?, 1965, Edmund Bergler.
Collier, $1.50.
THE OVERT HOMOSEXUAL, 1968, Charles W. Socarides. Curtis, $1.25.
· SOCIETY AND THE SEX VARIANT, 1955, George W. Henery. Collier, $.95.
STRAIGHT: A HETEROSEXUAL TALKS ABOUT HIS HOMOSEXUAL
PAST, 1972, William Aaron. Bantam, $1.50.

CIMINI, 0
®l?~~o~~ ~@\Y/Q ~~~q
CHAPiLE.~ ~r. M£E'f1N~ Hou?~

THIS SUNDAY DON'T MISS

WBCN-FM 104.1

OUT OF THE CLOSETS: VOICES OF GAY LIBERATION, 19·72, Karla- Jay
and Allen Young. Quick Fox, Inc.; distributors, $3.95. An anthology of
won by both women and men.
PATIENCE AND SARAH, 1969, Isabel Miller. Fawcett Crest, $.95. Modern
fiction set in the 19th century.
PATTERNS OF SEXUAL BEHAVIOR, 1951, Clellan S. Ford and Frank A.
Beach. Harper Colophon, $2.45. A pioneering cross-species study of
sexual behavior.
THE QUEEN'S VERNACULAR: A GAY LEXICON, 1972, Bruce Rodgers.
Straight Arrow Press, $3.50. Hundreds of slang terms you've never
heard of, mostly male.
, Mary Barnard. Univ. of Calif.
SAPPHO: A NEW TRANSLATION,
Press, $1.25.
SAPPHO WAS A RIGHT-ON WOMAN, 1972, Sidney Abbott and Barbara
Love. Stein and Day, $1.95. Apersonal and political statement.
THE SAME SEX, 1969, ed. Ralph W. Weltge. Pilgrim Press, $3.45. An
anthology of favorable religious and other writing.
SCREENING THE SEXES: HOMOSEXUALITY IN THE MOVIES, 1972,
Porker Tyler. Anchor, $4.95.
SEXUAL BEHAVIOR AND THE LAW, 1965, Samuel G. Kling. Pocket Books,
$.95. Somewhat out of date, covers all states.
SEXUAL CEVIANCE, 1967, ed. John Gagnon ad William Simon. Harper and
Row, $4.50.
SOCIETY AND THE HEALTHY HOMOSEXUAL, 1972, George Weinberg.
Anchor, $1. 95. A psychiatrist says homosexuality is not a sickness but a
fear of it is.
THIS IS NOT FOR YOU, 1970, Jane Rule. Popular Library, $.95. Fiction.
WHAT EVERY HOMOSEXUAL KNOWS, 1965, R. 0. Benson. Ace, $1.25.
Gives all the logical, rational arguments on our side.
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world. Psychiatrists politicians,
public officials, priests, professors, police, people of all sorts
come in contact with HUB in the
course of a week. Educating the
public through its speaker proChicago, Ill., October 21, 1973.
grams, publications, and confronThe mass for the gay communtations has helped to legitimize
ity, spJnsored by Dignity/Chicathe character, pride, and value of
go, was celebrated here at St.
gay people.
Sebastian's Church. The mass toHow does HUB work~
day marked the third anniversary
HUB is comprised of a large
of its beginning in 1970. Father
number of paying members as well
Bob, the Principal Celebrant, comas its volunteer staff. No one remented during the Homily that the
ceives a salary or makes any
community attending the mass had
type of financial profit. Expenses
grown tremendously in the past
are covered by dues, donations,
three years.
- and benefit funds. Any profit goes
The mass was fol lowed by a
into a building fund for the gay
buffet in ·the church hall given by
community and their march for
Dignity/Chicago. The guests intheir ~ivil rights.
cluded: Paul Diederich, Executive
HUB's membership is comprised
Director of the Dignity National
of a variety of people. Women,
Office, and Father John McNeil!,
men, young, mature, gay, straight,
who gave the keynote adress affrom 17 years and up. There is a
ter the buffet. In his address, Fachoice of membership rates: basic
ther McNei 11 traced the developmembership, student membership,
ment of the Jewish/Christian sysand couples membership. There
tem of morality as regards homoare also supporting, sustaining
sexuality. He then pointed out
and life memberships. These memthe many avenues of new thinkberships
run from Jan.1st through
ing on the part of modern day
Dec.
31st.
HUB members receive
theologians.
publications,
have voting rights,
In a short speech, Diederich
and receive benefits at many of
congratulated and thanked Dignity/
the HUB functions.
Chicago, _Father Bob a11d al I who
Perhaps more than anything
had a part in the formation and
else, HUB has taken rride in its
continuation of thi.s mass. His
accomplishments in the political
comments pointed out the fact
world. The dedicated volunteers
that this mass is an alternative
of HUB have taken big strides in
for the gay community and the inthe
battle to change the laws.
dividual. He al so pointed to DigThey
have learned the ski 11 of
nity as an alternative, in that its
lobbying
the Iaw makers, the ski 11
religious, educational and social
of
drawing
up legislation, and
programs replace such things as
the ski II of educating the legi sbars, baths and outside cruising,
lators. They have made great adfor those who feel forced_into
vances
in educating the public
these activities because there is
and promoting their votes for HUB
nothing else. In short, he desendorsed candidates. HUB also
cribed Dignity as "Where it's
works with other public officials
at".
in its struggle to legitimize gay
There were over 2 00 persons
people.
in attendance including members
For the past few years HUB
of the clergy and the straight comhas pub Ii shed reams of i nformamunity.
tion about the gay community, gay
liberation, and homosexuality.
At present they continue to pub1ish in the form of a magazine
called the BOSTON GAYLINE and
in their monthly newsletter of inThe Homophi le Union of Boston
ternal news and events. The GAYby Don Meuse for HUB
LINE, however, is a more relaxed
literary publication with material
The Homophi le Union of Bosof value to the entire gay communton is a civ il rights ·and service
ity and to anyone interested in
organization for homosexual wosexual I iberati on.
men and men in the Greater BosTo provide a more person-toton and New England area, and
person approach to HUB's function
also a liason and educational
a number of more socially orientagent to society as a whole. It
ed programs have developed. Biprovides means for legal reform
weekly meetings consisting of a
in the areas of sexual discrimiwide range of topics from speaknation preference, and activity.
ers to special entertainment have
It s,upplies referrals and up to
been established. One program of
date information on the gay comexceptional success is the ".rap"
munity and homosexuality in gengroup, an informal, hand-in-hand
eral.
relationship of people maturing
The Homophi le Union of Bosinto homosexuality together.
ton, trusted with an assured conAll in all, the Homophile Unfidential membership, has evolved
ion of Boston serves as a supportfrom the tight confines of a priing group to all of the other provate living room to the space it
ductive gay organizations, not
now occupies, rubbing shoulderfinancially, but with public and
to-shoulder with the business
moral support. HUB has witnessed

FOCUS0N
0

973

the birth of jJst about every other
gay group in the New England
area and strives to witness and
support many more.
Contact HUB at 419 Boylston
Street, Room 509, Boston, Mass.
02116. 24 hour telephone at 617536-6197.

u•t.ru.n
Ode

- Saiioy Szelag"; anotber n'lember ~
of the Gay Cau'ci:Js, said that- ·· ·
llsome very-i nfluential churches
and ministries in the denomi nation indicated that they w.9_1:!ld
withdraw support and funds as a
result of the establishment of the
Office."

The Gay Caucus was formed

three years ago and it is due to
their diligent and constant -work
that the Office was creared. As
Last weekend a revolutionary
Sandy Szelag put it, "It is a mirstep was taken by the Unitarian
acle that the resolution was
Universalist Church when a napassed. Up until the voting, we
tional Office of Gay Concerns
never really believed that it would
was established . Henry Heimhoff, be accepted." The Gay Caucus
a spokesman for the Gay Caucus,
also publishes a newsletter and
said, "This means that the U.U.A. anyone interested in receiving it
is the first American denominaor interested in becoming a memtion which is primari I y heterosexber of the Caucus should write to:
ual that has committed itself to
Universal i st Gay Caucus
ending prejudice and discriminac/o First Unitarian Church
tion within the denomination and
5640 South Woodlawn
had devised means of implementChicago, Ill. 60637
ing these ends."
CLASSIFIED
At a meeting of the Board of
ADVERT-IS
ING
Trustees of the Church, the reso- ·
DRIVE INTO THE FLORIDA SUN· ,.
lution calling for an Office of Gay Are you plonnin9 to go to Florida - Jamaica or
the Islands? Drive late mod81 private owned cars
Concerns (formerly designated as
- you must be 21, with references. Al~owonce
the Office of Gay i\:ffairs) was
given towards gos! Coll Joe at the Auto Dnveowoy
passed by an 18 to 7 margin. The
for info- 267-4836.
VOICE LESSONS
function of the OGC shall be that
Privote instruction in singing: clossical, folk, show,
of education and as a program reetc.; speech ond dramatic interpretation - serious
source toward the goal bf:
student, only. Nicholas Sean Austin, M.A., experienced teacher-performer. Call 523-321 ldan,
1. Eliminating discrimination and
LOST DOG
prejudice against homosexuals in
St. Bernard lost in Allston last
churches and ministries.
week - 'Brutus•: ·If found -please call
2. Promoting understanding and
Ellen ot GGN. Reward offered.
equality of treatment.
3. Fostering equal opportunity for
NEED RIDE
To California. Guy mon going West need.
homosexuals politically, socially,
ride soon. Call Ken: 491·79:J 5. Leave
and economically.
messuge.
The 25 board members from
As a service to the gay community and
across the continent, along with
to encourage mare advertising, GCN will
accept nan-business classifieds and personmembers of the Gay Caucus, lob- - als at a reduced rate. For a limited time
bying for the OGC, agreed that in
only, the cost of 30 words (abbreviated as
order to operate, funds must be
necessary) will be only 50 cents. Headlines
found outside of the Church's bud(25 characters maximum) 50 cents extra.
Each additional 15 wards 50 cents extra . 45
get and that someone would be
wards plus headline $1.50.
hired to head the Office.

····••:

NOTICE
The Women's History Research
Center Library in Berkeley would
like to publish your work. Any
published or unpublished matPrial, such as letters, poetry, , ses, dissertations, books, jour_

nals, etc., will be indexed and
publicized in the general source
index cata/pgue . This catalogue
is used by libraries and is seen
by publishing companies across
the country so you may be contacted by an interested party.
The Library is the only archive
dealing with world-wide material
of the Women's Movement. Other
services include women's studies
cours~s :and Federal Work Study
Programs . Some of the publications available for research and
referral are the Union Women's
Alliance to Gain Equality, Feminists on Children's Media, and
The Emma Willard Task Force on
Education . For furthur information, please call GCN at 523-8729
or consult the GCN Bulletin Board.

All ads must be paid in advance. Deadline Monday noon of each week. By ma.ii:
GCN. 70 Charles St., Boston 02114. In per
son, please place your ad (with pre-pay
ment) in the Mail Box, located inside the
Coffeehouse.
No ads accepted by phone. GCN reserves the right to edit: or reject advertising
which may result in legal action . For your
protection, all advertisers must enclose ful•
name, address and telephone number. This
information is strictly confidential; however, we cannot print your ad without ,t.
The GCN has no control over classifiec:
advertisers; hence, we cannot assure you
that -your in9uiry will be answered or that
the product or service ,s accurately
presented.

·NOTICES·
The Emerson Homophi le Society
for the Art's meets every Tuesday .
evening at 7:30 pm in the Emersr;n
College Union (96 Beacon Street,'
Boston), Rm . 34. Watch the Quick
Gay Guide for their new phone
number .

The Pansy Platoon wi 11 hold its
classes on Tuesday nights at
7:30 at CSMH unti I further notice.
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Please submit Calendar items to
"Calendar Editor", c/o GCN, by
1:f..O PM Monday prior to the issue date.

CALENDAR·NOVEMBER 1-14
1

7:30PM Focus Staff meeting • DOB office
7:30PM MCC Bible Study Group • Info: 266-7491
8:00PM Gay Media Action , CSMH
8:00PM Faggot Consciousness-raising group, CSMH
9:00PM UMass-Amherst SHL mtg. 908 Campus ctr.
9:00PM Gay Way Radio, WBUR (90.9 FM)
Nita: Project Place Gay Crisis Line 267-9150

-._

"'C

en

'"'
en
._

'"C

Gay Rights Legislation. DOB office, info:262-1592

7:30pm MCC Bible Study Group, info 266·7491
8:00pm Guy Media Action, CSMH
8:00pm Faggot Consciousness-raising group, CSMH
9:00pm UMass•Amherst SHL mtg, 908 Campus Ctr.
9:00pm Guy,Waf Radio, WBUR (90.9 FM}
Nite: Project Place Gay Crisis Line 267·9150

:::,

.s:::.

+-

::,

.s:::.

+-

~

5:30-o:30Pi1i llvd•F:adclf GSA, Phil Brks Hse. Info: 498-3096
8PM-1AM •UConn Gay AIJ.Afasq. Ball, Stu. Union, Storrs, Ct $1
9PM-1AM Gay Dance, upstairs, CSMH $1.50 donation

2

C
"'C

._
·If-

5:30-6:3opm Hvd•Radclf GSA. Phil Brks Hse. info 498·3096
9pm-1om Gay Dmce , upstairs. CSMH $1.50 donation

9

C
1!00-4!30pm Bos Gay Youth Coun & Info 536·6197
2:00PM Bos Gay Youth Open rap & mtg, 419 Boyiston Rm 509
8:00PM• Coming Out/ Opens CSMH, $2.00 donation
8:00PM• Good Gay Poets· Louis Landerson, CSMH

._

"'C

en

3
,_;i,;ooPM DOB softball, Magazine Beach Cambridge
5:30PM Interfaith Mass, Beacon St. & Moss . Ave.
6, 7,8:tSPM MCC mtg, serv, & fllshp hr, Old West Church
6:00PM Pansy Platoon (Gay Defense Class) CSMH
8:ooPM• Coming Out!. CSMH, $2.00 donation
10:00pm Lavender Hour WBCN FM 104.1
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1:00pm DOB softball Magazine Beoc-.h, Cambridge
5:30pm Interfaith Moss, Beacon & Moss. Ave.
6,7,8:J5pm MCC mtg serv & fllshp hr, Old West Church
6:00pm Pmsy Platoon [Gay Uifense Closs} CSMH
.
7:30pmlfIUB mtg, Albert O'Neil, St John's Holl. 3 3 Bowdoin
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7!30PM Gay Defense Class,. CSMH
7:30PM HUB rap, 419 Boylston .• Rm. 509
8:00PM M(;c; Women's Ministry Rap Group
8!00PM• Coming Out! CSMH, $2.00 donation
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6!30•9!30pm Bos Gay Youth Phone coun & info 536·6197
7!00pm Lesbian Therapy Res Proj, Women's Ctr., Cambridge
7!30pm DOB Women's Rap, 419 Boyl, Rm. 323
7:30pm Pansy Platoon, CSMH
7:30pm Emerson Hom Soc for Arts. Emerson Union Rm. 34
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8:oo p.m. Gay roller skating, Bollorou, Medford
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C

7:30pm M((;;c(Prov) prayer & rap , Prov.
7:30pm Lesbian Mother's Rap, 419 Boyl, Rm :12:1
8·11Pm BU Homophile League. sher Union Rm. :122
8·9Pm A'GC!Y People's Hour' radio, WMUA 91.1FM Amhnrst
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7:30 pm Emerson Hom Soc for Arts
Emerson Union Rm 34

.,,,
8·11:00pm BU Homophile League, Sher Union Rm . 322
8•9pm Gaybreok radio, WMUA 91.9 FM Amherst
8:00pm Gay Craft Guild , CSMH

0

6!30·9!30pm Bos Goy Youth phone coun & info 536·6197
7:00pm Lesbian Therapy Res Proj, Women's Ctr, Comb.
7!30pm DOB Women's. Rap, 419 Boyl, Rm. ,323
8:00pm Gay roller skating, Bollorou, Medford
7!30pm Pansy Platoon, CSMH

Q)
7:30pm MCC(Prov} prayer & rap, 410 Waterman Ave, Prov.
7:30pm DOB Lesbian Mothers Rap, 419 Boyl, Rm. 323

C

7:30pm HUB rap 419 Boyl, Rm 509
8:00pm MCC Women's Ministry Rap Group
8:00pm Coming Out/ CSMH $2,00 donation
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1:00pm Bos Gay Youth Coun & Info 536·6197
,
2:00pm Bos Guy Youth Open rap & mtg, 419 Boyl. Rm 509
8:001-'M Good Goy 1-'oets, CSMH
9pm Vt. Gay Dance, 73 Chrch St Burln!n, 3rd fl, 802-453·2678
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~ ~ S ~ TURN ON A FRIEN' TO GCN
" " 0 CON

~..;. .g ,J., If
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you know someone to whom you would like· us to
send a complimentary copy of GCN, send us the
information below:

I!!

~

Name-------------------Street
City
State
Zip
(Optionol): compliments of (your name)
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